SECTORS
Automotive

PRESSING AND BENDING
Inlay work, semi-automatic or fully automatic
Machinery with press forces from 30 to 400 tons
Automatic press up to 160 tons
Hydraulic deep drawing up to 160 tons
Steel processing up to 20 mm thickness
Both from plate or coil
Stainless steel processing up to 15 mm
Part production custom to drawing or model
Small assemblies, threading or welding for
complete finishing
Painted, galvanized or plain steel parts available

Consumer Goods
Fasteners
Furniture

HAEMERS

Windows and Doors
Lumber Industry
Machinery
Petrochemical Industry
Construction
Awnings

IRONCLAD IN PRESSWORK

Haemers NV
Hondschotestraat 106
8560 Gullegem, Belgium
Phone +32(0) 56 41 07 01
Email contact@nvhaemers.be
Website www.nvhaemers.be
VAT BE0447.639.261

Get in touch !
Phone +32(0) 56 41 07 01
Email contact@nvhaemers.be
Website www.nvhaemers.be

IRONCLAD IN
PRESSWORK

WASHERS

SINCE 1932

Haemers is one of the leading washers
manufacturers ranging over 5800 different
dimensions. Haemers offers endless combinations
and tolerances of 0,1 and 0,05mm, no exceptions.
Various industries from machinery, automotive,
construction, furniture, to agriculture can benefit
from the quality and performance of Haemers and
its products.

Haemers is undeniably a great asset to our
company. Their general know-how attitude and
consistent idea contribution during the product
development process goes unmatched. We
can always count on them in the event of any
unforeseen technical problems. Above all, their
customer orientation and attention to detail
is the reason why we have been working with
Haemers for over 30 years.
- Buyer from a manufacturer in the automotive sector

We initially were only looking for a supplier to
outsource only our sheet metal work, but with
Haemers, we received so much more. Their
constant eye to improve the product mixed
with their open communication ensured a
flawless and quality process.
- Main buyer from a manufacturer in the towbar sector

We have been working with Haemers
for 20 years, and they have become our
number one supplier for private label
packaging. Our industry requires the
ability to act quickly and flexibly, and
with Haemers, we can always count on
both along with punctual deliveries.

PRESSWORK SINCE 1932

Haemers is certified according to ISO 9001:2015,
since 2017.

- From a Procurement Officer in Fastener sector

Haemers is a family owned business
known for its innovation, quality and
reliability since 1932.
Haemers has become one of the leading
presswork and washer manufacturers
thanks to their extensive inventory of
highly advanced machinery, excellent
flexibility and customer service,
along with consistently punctual
deliveries. They supply machinery for
both production and processing of
small and large series sheet metal.
Ranging from inlay work to the fully
automatic production of goods from
coils, Haemers even provides its own
packaging department within.

PACKAGING AND LOGISTICS
STATE-OF-THE-ART PRODUCTION
The basis of Haemers’ qualitative products starts
with modern machinery. Their machine park consists
eccentric presses, including a hydraulic press,
guillotine shears, and a modern equipped tool shop.
The eccentric presses can be utilized for both inlay
and semi-automatic press work and have a capacity
of up to 400 tons. However, with the fully automatic
press lines utilized for the production of high-quality
stamping parts, there is a capacity of 63 to 160 tons.
Thanks to the hydraulic press, we can perform accurate
deep drawing up to 5 mm thickness. The continuous
investment in our machinery and production process
ensures efficiency and competitiveness to offer our
customers the best on the market.

TOOLSHOP
All necessary tools are designed and made 100% by
Haemers experts. The latest CAD/CAM system allows
us to even design the molds in 3D. With the help of
modern machinery, Haemers produces reliable tools in
its own shop. Having this modern tool shop guarantees
our customers flexibility, availability and independence.
These core values are the beating heart of Haemers,
along with almost a century in the business spread
over four generations.

Haemers’ values are rooted in speed,
reliability and control. Our large stock of
both raw materials and finished products can
guarantee customer retention and ensure an
easy planning process for new and existing
customer satisfaction.
Over 650 internal pallet spaces and a large
inventory of goods are currently available at
Haemers. Everything from fully automatic
packaging machines for commercial sized
boxes, plastic and jute bags, and more to
offer customer-specific packaging solutions.
Deliveries can be made using a call-off system,
kanban, etc. Lastly, we work with trusted
logistics partners for deliveries through
Benelux, France, and Germany. Haemers is
able to export goods all over Europe.

